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Let Mary solve all your Christmas troubles with this fabulous collection of her favorite Christmas

recipes.Mary Berry's Christmas Collection combines time-honored festive favorites with a variety of

new and exciting dishes to spice up the season. By taking the traditional Christmas fare and giving it

a twist, Mary adds sparkle to every celebration.Simple yet reliable recipes and Mary's handy hints

will take the pressure off entertaining, whether it's for the big day itself, a Boxing Day crowd or an

intimate New Year family gathering.With an invaluable Christmas Day countdown, sample menus,

shopping lists and ever-popular tips on preparing ahead and freezing, this is the must-have

companion to the festive season.
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You can always rely on a Mary Berry book, and her latest is set to become a Christmas classic. It's

packed with over 100 recipes, ideas and handy tips for a trouble-free festive season, and includes

something for everyone... There are sections on everything you could possibly need... We found the

shopping lists and clearly laid out countdowns particularly useful - perfect if your Christmas is

always a little rushed, or it's your first time in charge. -- Fresh 20061201 Mary Berry's Christmas

Collection"... does exactly what it says on the cover.Berry is Queen of the Aga, but you don't have

to own one to follow her precisely given instructions on how to prepare an array of tasty seasonal

fare from parmesan and pistachio nutters (!) to vodka trifle with cherries and orange, and on to

turkey korma - a very moreish way to use up Chrimbo left-overs. -- What's On in London 20061130



Mary Berry is well known as the author of more than seventy cookery books. She has presented

several television cookery series and is a judge on The Great British Bake Off. She contributes to

radio programmes and cookery magazines, and is loved for her practical and unfussy approach to

preparing and serving food. She gives many demonstrations around the country and when at home

loves being with her family and tending to her lovely garden, her other great passion.

This is so far my first book with Mary Berry so I cant tell if its a theme of hers but this book felt very

traditional and hearty. Im more of a "whats the trend this season" so this was maybe not the best

cookbook choice for me. All recipes are easy to follow and understand. I didnt find anything I havent

seen before, not saying that has to be a bad thing! My mom beeing a traditional "it has to be as it

always have been" would thrive on this book and probably give it a solid 5, raising it to the sky. Mary

Berry presented a "momsafe" christmas but if you want something new with recipes you've never

seen before - move along.

For Christmas dinner this year we used all Mary Berry recipes from this book. Everything was

delicious and most was easier than similar menu options we have tried in the past. It is a really

helpful guide to anyone who has reservations about hosting a holiday meal.

She's always wonderful and so are her recipes. I also like her informal style. It's as if I'm listening to

a friend.

.the book is loaded with great dishes!

Fun read with actual recipes

Lovely cookbook!

Problem with some necessary ingredients. Not US friendly.

Everything that Mary Berry writes is stellar, and this book is the latest addition to my library of her

works.
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